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NZTA: Strategic Transport Planning for the
Wellington Region

What does the NZTA do

Government Policy Statement

Integrated Planning – context and challenges

Roads of National Significance (RoNS)
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Roads of National Significance (RoNS)

Integrating planning for the Wellington RoNS

Looking ahead: key challenges and opportunities



What does the NZTA do?

INSERT IMAGE HERE
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OUR RESPONSIBILITIES ARE FAR REACHING:
land transport planning

regulating access to the transport network

building, maintaining and operating the state highway network

promoting and funding road safety

allocating government investment in land transport

educating and regulating transport users



Government Policy Statement

What is it?

Issued by the Minister of Transport every 3 years

Sets out short to medium term objectives

Can be amended by the Minister at anytime
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Can be amended by the Minister at anytime

NLTP must ‘give effect to it’

New government amended GPS – 19 May 2009
Strong focus on economic growth and productivity



Government Policy Statement

What it does
Identifies Roads of National Significance (RoNS)

Expenditure ranges

Expectations of what NZTA will take into account
Supporting economic growth and productivity
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Supporting economic growth and productivity

Considering networks from a national perspective

Achieving value for money

Integrated planning
Best use of existing networks and infrastructure

A co-ordinated approach

Considering the impact of volatile fuel prices



Integrated Planning: The Minister wants it
(and “gets it”)

“I think it's so crucial that you have the urban planning, and
the transport planning together, and there’s far too little of
it in this country …

Integrated planning between the transport networks and
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the urban development is very important …

I'm hopeful that we'll come out of this with some joined-up
thinking around urban development, and therefore the
transport networks that are needed.”

Hon Stephen Joyce
Morning Report 26 August 2009



Integrated Planning: Key Challenges
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Challenge of interrelated legislation and planning
documents
Challenge of National vs regional and local
priorities – integrated planning will not solve all
these tensions
Challenge of long term strategy and planning vs
shorter term funding decisions – led to move to 3
year funding cycle



Integrated Planning: Key Challenges
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Challenge of ensuring transport strategies
developed along side of land use strategy
Challenge of connecting strategy to packages to
projects
Integrated planning at regional level crucial:
growth strategies – challenge of lack of statutory
weight



Integrated Planning System (simplified!?)

LTA / LTMA
NZTS, GPS, NLTP, SH Plan

LGA
RMA

NPS, NES
National
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Regional Land Transport
Strategies and Programs

Transport Action Plans

Regional Growth
Strategies

Regional LTTCP

Sub-regional growth
Strategies

TA’s LTTCPs / Annual Plans

Regional Policy
Statement and Plans

District Plans
Structure plans

Regional

Local



Roads of National Significance (RoNS)

RoNS – step change in approach to transport planning

RoNS are lead infrastructure that encourage growth

Good infrastructure planning encourages growth

Opportunity for strategic integration

Prioritising RoNS will grow economy and productivity in
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largest cities

Journey times, congestion, freight and tourism to
benefit from more efficient and safer key routes

RoNS complemented by improvements to key arterial roads
and urban PT networks

We aim to substantially complete current RoNS in 10 years



Roads of National Significance

IDENTIFIED TO DATE :

Puhoi to Wellsford (SH1)

Auckland Western Ring Route (SH20/16/18)

Auckland Victoria Park Bottleneck (SH1)
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Auckland Victoria Park Bottleneck (SH1)

Waikato Expressway (SH1)

Tauranga Eastern Link (SH2)

Wellington Northern Corridor (Levin to
Wellington) (SH1)

Christchurch Motorway Projects



Integrated Planning for Wellington RoNS

“It is intended that State Highway 1 be upgraded to an
expressway standard. That has ramifications for property
access, and the community in Waikanae…

“Therefore, given the limited options for roading corridors
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on the coast, we need to be completely clear as to the
preferred long-term alignment before proceeding…

“I just want the community to make a conscious decision
about what their long term preference is.”

Hon Stephen Joyce
20 August 2009



Wellington RoNS

o Major upgrade is required at some point – RoNS takes new
proactive approach – away from traditional reactive provision

o SH1 is regularly congested and has relatively poor safety record

o Development of route will play key role in supporting economic
transformation by improving connections that enable the flow of
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people, goods and services throughout NZ

o Aspiration is to develop a robust network in segments, with the
overall route substantially completed within the next 10 years

o Anticipate announcement on scope of Wellington RoNS package
by end of 2009

o Over next three years work focus will on detailed investigations



Context National
Connections

Existing
Economic
Centres
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Linkages to
improve

economic
growth

potential



Wellington RoNS: Integration Challenges and
Opportunities

o Tension of national priorities vs regional and local interests
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o Tension of national priorities vs regional and local interests

o Working within the constraints of existing urban areas

o Improving resilience of routes

o Improving access to key regional destinations – supports economic
development

o Improving freight capacity

o Complements PT improvements

o Taking pressure off local roads – separation of local and through traffic

o Location of future urban development in relation to the route



New Lynn transport: Integration Challenges
and Opportunities
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o Transport package: transport interchange, rail / road grade
separation, pedestrian and cycle works, safety works

o Supports wider project:

Boost economic development

Intensify building density

Pedestrian / shopping friendly environment

Support PT



Integrated Planning Approach: RoNS

Moving forward:
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Moving forward:

RoNS to be developed in wider context of integrated
planning processes that have been undertaken to date
NZTA committed to working with local authorities and
other agencies to integrate work on RoNS with other
transport connections
Development of the RoNS alongside continuing investment
in wider transport infrastructure will achieve the best
overall outcomes at a local, regional and national level



Looking ahead: key challenges and
opportunities

W ki ff i l i h l l d h EPA
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Working effectively with local government and the EPA

Call in process – both risks and opportunities for NZTA

Working with the new Auckland Council / spatial plan

Phase II RMA: Recognition of national priorities in consenting:
changes to Section 6?

need for a NPS on infrastructure / transport?

Statutory spatial planning for other regions?

Linking to National Infrastructure plan
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Thank you



Forum: blending the issues?
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Canterbury Urban Development Strategy
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Strategic Transportation Planning?
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